Contrast normalization of oligonucleotide arrays.
Affymetrix high-density oligonucleotide array is a tool that has the capacity to simultaneously measure the abundance of thousands of mRNA sequences in biological samples. In order to allow direct array-to-array comparisons, normalization is a necessity. When deciding on an appropriate normalization procedure there are a couple questions that need to be addressed, e.g., on which level should the normalization be performed: On the level of feature intensities or on the level of expression indexes? Should all features/expression indexes be used or can we choose a subset of features likely to be unregulated? Another question is how to actually perform the normalization: normalize using the overall mean intensity or use a smooth normalization curve? Most of the currently used normalization methods are linear; e.g., the normalization method implemented in the Affymetrix software GeneChip is based on the overall mean intensity. However, along with alternative methods of summarizing feature intensities into an expression index, nonlinear methods have recently started to appear. For many of these alternative methods, the natural choice is to normalize on the level of feature intensities, either using all feature intensities or only perfect match intensities. In this report, a nonlinear normalization procedure aimed for normalizing feature intensities is proposed.